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Introduction

Integrated digitized transmissions of multi-type messages such as voice-data and
video is the trend for current and future technological developments in the explosively growing field of telecommunications. Continuous-time modeling approaches
such a most notably queueing analysis have proven most useful in classical traffic
or Communications engineering. These approaches generally assume that only
one event, a message arrival or completion, can occur at a time. Present-day
digitized transmissions or time-slotted devices such as a "router" in an "interconnected metropolitan area network", in contrast, typically involve multiple events
at the same time and thus require a discrete-time rather than continuous-time
modeling.
Several discrete-time analogues of classical continuous-time product form results
for queueing networks have been reported over the last couple of years (cf. [3],
[7], [9], [14], [15], [17], [18]). But blocking or interference phenomena as arisirig in
communication random access protocols Hke CSMA, BTMA or circuit switching
are herein not dealt with. Recently, in [22] such features have been studied in
a discrete-time setting. An insensitive product form result was obtained under
the assumption of a recirculating blocking protocol. Under this protocol both
transmission requests and completed messages are lost and require a complete
rescheduling or retransmission when blocking arises. In practical Communications systems such as a circuit switched network, however, the so-called "communication protocol" seems much more natural. Under this protocol, which is also
related to the lost-calls-held protocol and which will be referred to as "stop" protocol hereafter, the scheduling or transmission of a message is simply "stopped"
or "interrupted" in blocked solutions. For example one may think of blocking
due to
• limited capacities of common resources, such as channels, being exceeded,
or
• end-to-end connections being interrupted when some priority message is
sent along one of the interconnecting links, or
• a carrier or bus for transportation of packets being temporarily out of order
or reassigned another packet.
As opposed to the recirculating protocol, the proposed stop protocol proposed
seems more practical for the following reasons:
• It only interrupts an ongoing scheduling during the time that the system configuration is blocked rather than that it requires a complete new
rescheduling.
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• It almost completely decouples the scheduling and transmission mechanism
so that ongoing transmissions are hardly affected by access blocking, as
natural in practice.
• It can also model a state dependent delay factor of the provided service rate
capacities or transmission scheduling times. This may occur for example in
gracefully degradable computer communication systems with failures.
In a continuous-time framework equivalence of both protocols is intuitively obvious when all times involved are exponential. For the non-exponential case, this is
not generally true but shown to remain valid in [2] for continuous-time communication systems that exhibit a product form. Herein the blocking was assumed
to be non-randomized. For discrete-time systems this is no longer obvious at all
as multiple transitions are involved at the same time.
This paper will study a discrete-time communication framework under a "stop"
protocol. It will be shown that the insensitive product form result for the recirculate protocol remains valid. An analogue of the continuous-time equivalence
result is thus obtained. This discrete-time extension is non-trivial as:
• Multiple occurrences can take place at the same time.
• The state of the system and thus also the blocking interferences change
during the scheduling periods as opposed to the recirculate protocol under
which blocking arises only at completion instants. This latter distinction
is less crucial in continuous-time as changes then occur by one source at a
time.
• Essentially different terms than under the recirculate protocol are involved
(See remark 3.3).
• The stop protocol (See [21]) has not yet been investigated for randomized
access schemes such as most notably Rude-CSMA (See section 4).
As all examples from [20] with -D(-j-) = 1 and [22] fit in the framework, we will
restrict the illustration and refer to these references for further examples.
The organisation is as follows. First in section 2 the model and stop protocol
are discussed in detail. Next, in section 3 the insensitive discrete-time product
form result is derived. Some illustration is provided in section 4 while a brief
evaluation completes the paper.
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Model, Protocol and Blocking Condition

We adopt the abstract framework given in [22] which, as per this reference and
the examples in section 4 allows concrete applications such as circuit switching,
CSMA and MAN blocking structures at the same time.
In this abstract setting, for convenience we use the terminology of "idle services"
and "busy services" of a source.
Here in terms of a communication network, a "busy service" will actually correspond to the transmission of a message of that source, while an "idle service"
actually corresponds to the scheduling period before that source requests or can
start a next message transmission.
State description
Consider a set of N transmitters, such as satellites, terminals or in/output devices,
which will be called sources hereafter. Each source is alternatively in an "idle"
(non-transmitting or scheduling) and "busy" (transmitting) mode as according
to the protocol described below. A state H — {hi,..., hn) represents that sources
* i , . . . , hn are busy. Write H = {h\h <£ H},H+h = Hü{h}, H-h =
H/{h},H+
G — H U G and H — G = H/G and denote by fi the state in which none of the
sources is busy.
Idle-busy mechanism
The time is slotted in fixed intervals of length A. Sources can change their status
only at the end of a time slot as follows.
When source h starts a "busy service" i during which it is called busy, it requires
k units of "busy service" with probability Ph(k). In one time-slot a busy source
h will receive one unit of busy service with probability Vh- Conversely, when
a source h starts an "idle service", during which it is called idle, it requires t
units of idle service with probability qh(t). In contrast, though, in one timeslot it will request rather than receive one unit of idle service with probability
7^. In other words that is, each request for a unit of "idle service" requires a
geometrie number of time-slots with parameter 7^. When in a time-slot a unit of
idle service is requested this unit will actually be provided and worked off in the
state-dependent manner as described below.
Discrete-time stop protocol
Interferences of sources such as due to commonly used channels, message collisions at common recipients or message priorities may generally be involved. This
interference will be modeled by a blocking function A(-|-) as follows.
When at the beginning of a time-slot the system is in state H, while the group
of idle sources that all request a unit of idle service during that time-slot is given
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by GcH, which occurs with probability

htG

with probability
A{G\H)
all these sources are provided and worked off one unit of idle service. Conversely,
with probability
1-A(G\H)
none of these sources receives a unit of idle service, and thus the total group
of requesting idle sources G is blocked or stopped to be serviced. In addition,
in the latter case, any busy source which during this time-slot receives its last
unit of "busy service" has to restart a new "busy survive". In particular, when
A(G\H) = 0 idle servicing is completely stopped (interrupted).
Discussion of protocol
Under the recirculate protocol as described in [22], both idle and busy servicing
is affected and requires a new idle or busy service to be restarted if blocking
arises. In Communications terminology that is, a total transmission request has
to be rescheduled and a total message is to be retransmitted. Under the above
protocol, in contrast, only one unit of "idle service" has to be rescheduled or is
lost when the system is in a blocked configuration.
Most essentially, though, the "busy servicing" is not affected, up to the event discussed below. Message transmissions are thus continued, so as to resolve blocking conflicts more or less as quickly as possible. An almost complete decoupling
of access blocking and ongoing message transmissions, as most natural, is thus
achieved.
Only for technical complications in the proof, it is still assumed that a "busy
service" or message transmission is to be repeated when during the time-slot in
which the last service unit is received the idle sources would place requests that
would lead to a conflict.
This modeling assumption seems justifiable as a reasonable approximation since:
• The actual initiation and completion of transmissions may require one and .
the same device (for example, think of an Ethernet-type network) so that a
collision will occur, by which the message is lost. As the system may detect
the collision but not the individual sources causing it, a retransmission of
the message seems practical.
• The probability of the connicting event to occur will generally be very small,
as it requires during one time-slot, say of duration A, simultaneous multiple
5

service requests from idle sources as well as simnltaneously, exactly the last
busy service unit to be provided. For example, for each individual source
this probability may already be or order A and thus for multiple requests
of order A 2 or less. (Also see the asymptotic result in remark 3.4). On
top of this, the multiple changes should lead to a conflict, which itself, in a
well-designed realistic system, should not occur frequently.
Further, note that "busy services" (transmissions) can always successfully be completed during at least time-slots in which "idle services" (transmission requests)
do not take place, the probability of which will always be positive as we assumed
7fc<lBlocking condition 3.1
With C the set of possible admissible states of busy configurations, the following
condition on the blocking function A(-\-) is imposed. For any H + G + h eC:
(2.1)

A(G + h\H) = A(h\H)A(G\H

+ h)

R e m a r k 3.2 This condition can be shown to be directly related to the condition
of reversibility for Markov chain models (see [11]), more precisely, to the existence
of a function P(-) such that for any H,H + G eC:
(2.2)

P(H + G) =

P(H)A(G\H)

The condition (2.1) or (2.2) in turn can be checked as per the Kolmogorov criterion for reversibility (see [11]). Here, this would come down to the conditions:
A(h\H) > 0 if H, H + heC and for any H = {/ij,..., hn}eC and any permutation
(*i».-->*nMl> •••,«):
(2.3)

P(H)=flA(hik\hil,...,hik_1)
k=i

Special application
The conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are directly verified with
P(H) = 1

(HeC)

(2.4)
A(h\H) = l

(H,H + heC)

provided C is such that
(2.5)

HeC=ïH-heC

(For all HeC and heH)

In correspondence with literature, (cf. [10], [12]) this type of blocking is called
"coordinate-convex". As illustrated in [20] and section 4 the coordinate convex
blocking allows a large class of present-day communication structures such as
most notably:
6

• Circuit switching networks with limited common trunk groups
• CSMA or BTMA broadcasting interferences, and
• MAN channel allocation schemes.
We refer to this reference for detailed descriptions and limit the illustration to
some basic examples in section 4.

3

Product Form Result

We will adopt the notation from [22] and follow its approach as closely as possible
so as to highlight the contrast as much as possible. The presentation though will
be kept selfcontained. Let
[(S1,R1),(S2,R2)]
with
(Si,Ri)

=

((9i,si),...,(gm,sm))

(S2,R2) =

{(hi,h),...,(hn,tn))

be a generic notation for the state in which sources 5*1 = {g\, • • •, <7m} are currently
idle with for source #,• still s,- units of idle service required up to completion of
its current "idle service", i = l , . . . , m and in which sources S2 =
{h\,...,hn}
are currently busy with for source hj still tj units of "busy service" required up
to completion, j = 1 , . . . ,n. The state [Si,S2] is the obvious notation for merely
idle and busy source specification. Here one may note that S2 = H as per the
notation of section 2. Further, we use the notation
[(Sr, Rr); (5 2 , #2)] - [(o*, J*i), (<*2, R2)] + [(ft, KY, (ft,R 2 )]
to denote that subgroups (ai, R\) C (Si, Ri) and (02, R2) C (5*2, R2) are replaced
by new groups (fii,R[) and (^R'2) respectively. Particularly, we write R'j = 1
if all components of Rj are equal to 1 and symbolize by Rj = Rj + 1 that all
components of Rj are increased by 1. Again, a notation [Si, 52] — [oei, 02] + [/h, fo]
is the obvious restriction to merely source specification. (One may note here that
in this case necessarily either: & = a 2 and fi2 = <*i, or: [ft,#2] = [0:1,0:2]). Let
00

1

n.(s) = 7/T I>fc(i)
J

(3-1)

Z'

^W^XXi)

7

°h = 7A 1 E , sph(s) = 7;-1 E» n,(«)
(3.2)
rh = i/JT1 E* *«*(*) = ^

E* «A(<)

We are now able to present the main result. To this end, first observe that the
underlying probability structure implies that the process which keeps track of
the number of residual "idle and busy service" requirements of all sources at time
points 0, A, 2 A , . . . constitutes a discrete-time Markov chain. (In fact, one can
also think of these residual numbers as numbers of residual phases where each
phase itself has a geometrie distribution). Without loss of generality, assume
that this Markov chain is irreducible at some set of states. (Clearly, this set is
determined by the A(-|-) access mechanism for busy source configurations). Two
results will now be proven. The first is the technical one. The second is the
practical consequence revealing insensitivity.
Result 1 (Detailed p r o d u c t form) With c a normalizing constant
(3.3)

*([(&, Jfc), (5 a , R2)]) = cP(S2) I J n(sh)
hcSi

J[

vh(th)

htSz

P r o o f It suffices to verify the global balance equations:

(3.4)

*(0£i*»,i)-£*0>0\0

where t and j symbolize the different possible states and where p(.,.) represents
the corresponding one-step transition probabilities. To specify these equations in
more detail, the foUowing notation is used for any [Si,S2L subset a C Si and
subset / ? c 5 2 j
L(a\Si)
= llhcc lh nfc £ s,- a [l - 7fc]
(3.5)
M{fi\Si) = ïlw *>h I W / r f l " VK\
Consider a fixed state [(Si,Ri), (S2, R2)] as symbolized by i in (3.4). The left
hand side (probability flux out of state [(Si,Ri), (S2, R2)]) hi (3.4) then becomes:
(3.6)

£

ir([(5 lf Ri), (Sa, R»)])HGi |ft)M(G,|5,)

G1CSl,G3CS2

The right hand side (probability flux into state [(Si,J?i), ( 5 2 , ^ ) ] ) equals:

8

E

E

GiCSi
Ga C S S

| * ([(&, Ri), OS»,R»)] - [(ai + A, i2i), (aa +ft,i22)]

«iCGi,fts:Ci-ft,
i,
QsCGj,ft = G a - a3

+ [(a2,1), (a1? 1)] + [(ft, Jfc + 1), (ft, R2 + 1)]) L( a2 + ft | ^ _ ttj + a 2 )
M(ai

+ ft|$2 - a 2 + a ^ A ^ + ft |S 2 - a 2 + a ^ ]~[ PhM H «*(**)

+
T ( [ ( ^ i ^ i ) , ( 5 2 , i ? 2 ) ] - [ ( a 1 + ft,i21),(a2 + ft,i22)] + [(a 1 , J R 1 ),(a 2 ,l)]
+[(&, # i ) , (&, #2 + 1)]) L{ax + ft |S x )A/(a 2 + ft |5 2 )

[l-i4(a, + A|5 2 )]n «*(**)}
Aea2

j

(3.7)
By substituting (3.3) this can be rewritten as:

\P(S2-a2 + ai) n *->>(*>>+1) n vh(^+1) n »*

E

E

G 2 C S3

a 2 C G 2 ,/32 = G 2 - a2

fce/3j

n^(!) n »•*(«*) n «*(*o

hca 2

hcSi—ai—pi

Zieft

Aeaj

£(or2 + A | S ï - a i + a a )

HtSi—a2—02

M(a x + ft|52 - a 2 + a 1 )A(a 2 + ft |5 2 - a 2 + Q l ) J J p fc (s h ) J[ qh(th)
hccti

hea 2

+
P(S2)

n ^(«o n »*(**+!) n "*a) n «*«*)

Jicai+Pi

h*th

htaa

hcS?— a2— &

i n »(**)}

£(<*i + &|&)M(a 2 + ft|S2)[l - Afa + ft|52)]

hea2

(3.8)

)

Now from (3.2) we conclude:
(3.9)

P(S2 -a2 + ai) = P(S2)A(ai\S2

- a2)[A(a2 \S2 - a 2 )]~ 1

provided A(a2\S2 — 02) > 0. This, however, foUows from the fact that (51,52)
is assumed to be an admissible configuration (otherwise global balance doesn't
need to be verified in this state), so that the configuration (£1 + a2, S2 — a2) is

also admissible and thus, as the blocking condition requires - P ^ ) = A ^ l JÖ)
A(S2 - a2\ p)A(a2\S2 - a2) > 0, that A(a2\S2 - ct2) > 0. Further, by (3.1):
r*(l) = 7."1

while by (3.5):
L(a2 + A f t - O! + a2) = L(ai + A f t M Ü 7*11 I I 7A] -1
Jlf(a! + A f t - a2 + ttl) = M(a 2 + A f t ) [ H vh][J[ uh]~l
htQ2

kcQ2

By substituting these expressions in (3.8) and noting that e*i + A = G\,a2 + ^2
C?2 we obtain:

E

P{S2)L(G1\S1)M(G2\S2)

GiCSi
G2CS2

II

rh(sk)

fceSi-Gi

j A(a2 + A ft - a 2 + ai)

on C G i . f t = G j - 0 1
,„

1fts

J[

vh(th)

hcS2-G2

{•

A(ai|52-a2)
A(a 2 ft — a 2 )

Q2 C G 2 ,/?2 = 0 2 - 0 1 2

n fefc^hr1] n iftCfcK1] n *•*(-*+1) n <*(**+*)
fcecti

Aca2

Atft .

'hefa

+
[1-A(a1 + Aft)l

n

^ K ) I I ? ^ K V ( ^ + 1)}

Now from (2.1) - (2.3) first conclude that for any G\,G2 and H:
A{(h + G2\H) = A{GX\B)A{G2\G + (?i)
so that
A(Q2 + Pi\S2-a2

+ ai)A(ai\S2

-a2)

= A(ft! + a 2 + A f t - a 2 ) = A(a 2 ft - G^MCd + A f t )
Hence
(3.11)

A(a 2 + A f t - "2 + Q i ) 1 a i ! g 2 ~ Q 2 = ^("1 + Al&)
A^a 2 p 2 — a 2 j
10

Further, as A(ati + fii\S2) = A(Gi\S2) regardless of the separation «i, /?i, we can
thus rewrite (3.10) as
E

P(S2)L(Gl\S1)M(G2\S2)

S i C C?i
S2 C G2

(ii(<?ilft)
l

IJ

rh(sk)

fct5i-Gi

E

vh(th)

II A^hr 1 II »•*(«* +1)+

otiCGi./SisGi-aifceai

[l-A(Gi|S a )J

J[
hcS2-G2

fct/Si

II »"*(«*)}J

*i+ft

As by (3.1)
Mshhh1]

+ M * A + 1)] = rk(sh)

[VhihK1] + [vh(th + 1)] = vh(th)
interchanging of summation and factorization in the terms between braces {.} in
(3.12) lead to
E
S1CG1
§2 C G2

P(S2)L(G1\S1)M(G2\S2)

{A(G1\S2) + [1-A(G1\S2)}}
/ o -ION

II

II

Mth)

heS2-G2

IJ

r

Aeai+/3i

E

M'fc)

fceSi-Gi

*K)

II

<*(**)

fce<*2+/?2

ir([(S l ,üi),(ft,ife)])/i(Gi|5i)J#(G a |5i)

Gi C S i
G2 C S2

by substituting ai + fi\ = Gi,a2 + fi2 = G2 and (3.3). This proves equality of
(3.6) and (3.7).
As an immediate consequence the following more practical result is obtained.
This shows that the steady state busy source distribution is determined by the
"idle and busy services" (scheduling and transmission times) only through their
means.
Result 3.2 (Insensitivity result) With c a normalising constant and (ah, Th)
the mean idle and busy service requirement as per (3.2), we have

*(H) = cP(H)lifa/°>>]
hcH
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Proof Immediately by summing (3.3) over all possible residual numbers s/, and
th for all h, recalling (3.2) and substituting c = (\a\O2... O-M] -1 .
R e m a r k 3.1 (Group balance). As in [22] one may note that the proof has actually
been established by showing that for each group of sources '(GiyGz) individually
the probability flux out of a state (SxySi) due to that group is equal to the
probability flux into that state due to that same group. (Group balance). The
notion of "group balance" was introduced in [18] and further used in [3] and [10]
as a key-property for product forms results, extending Standard notions as local
or job-local balance, when multiple changes can take place at the same time. As
another immediate consequence of result 3.1, when compared with result 2 from
[22] for the recirculate protocol, and referring to this reference for the precise
definition, we conclude:
Result 3.3 (Equivalence result) For the system under consideration, that
is under the blocking condition 3.1, the "stop" and "recirculate" protocol have
exactly the same steady state busy source distribution.
R e m a r k 3.2 (Protocol equivalence) As in the continuous-time case in [21], this
equivalence is of both practical and theoretical interest as equivalence of both
protocols does not hold generally. It seems to reveal some intrinsic property or
related factor of product forms results.
R e m a r k 3.3 (Compaxison of proof) As a technical compaxison with the proof
under the recirculate protocol as given in [22], for example the term A(a2 +
Pi\S2 — <*2 + <*i) in (3.7) would be replaced by A(ct2\S2 — «2), and thus not take
into the blocking effect (interruption of idle service) on fli nor the group o^ having
become busy. A similar remark holds for the [1 — A(-|-)] term in (3.7). Also the
first and second part of (3.7) have to be combined but do no longer have, as under
the recirculate protocol, the direct combinable term IIPA^fc)- These differences
essentially led to the technical complications from (3.10) onward.
R e m a r k 3.4 (Asymptotic) By assuming that for certain parameters A/, and
Hh, and with 0(A)/A - • 0 for A ->• 0:
^ = [1-A A A] + 0(A)
qh = [l-lihA] + 0(A)
and letting A —»0, expression (3.3), taking (3.2) in to account, will consistently
lead to the continuous-time product form result under the "stop" or "recirculate"
protocol given in [21].
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4

Applications

For the purpose of illustration and selfcontainedness, this section merely copies
some examples presented earlier in [20] and [22]. Under a "stop" protocol and in
a discrete-time setting no explicit expression for any of them seems to have been
reported. In particular, the stop protocol has not been dealt with for randomized
access blocking, that is with A(*|«) taking values other than 0 or 1, as naturally
arising in Rude-CSMA (example 4.4). The examples 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 are all
"coordinate convex" (see special application 3.1) so that P(H) = 1.

4.1

CSMA-protocols

[i] CSMA (cf. [2], [4], [5], [19]) - Let the sources correspond to transmitters that
can be graphically represented such that adjacent sources (neighbours) cannot be busy (transmit) at the same time. In practice this is achieved by the
so-called "Carrier Sense Multiple Access" (CSMA)-scheme in which a transmitter senses the state of its channels just prior to starting a transmission
and where upon sensing a busy channel from a neighbour the transmission
is aborted (inhibited). For example, in the figure below a transmission from
source 1 prohibits any source 3 . . .6 to start a transmission.

With N(h) the set of neighbours of source h, the coordinate convexity
condition (2.5) is guaranteed by
(4.1)

C = {H\h2 4N{hi) for all hu h2eH}

[ii] BTMA (cf. [19]) - In the above example the sources 1 and 2 which are outside
hearing range can transmit at the same time. This will lead to a collision
at nodes 4 and 6 which in turn will result in lost messages. This is known
as the "bidden terminal problem". To eliminate this problem, the so-called
"Busy Tone Multiple Access" (BTMA)-scheme has been introduced (cf.
[19]). Under BTMA a node which senses a busy channel (in other words,
which hears a transmitting neighbor) broadcasts a busy tone top all its
neighbours to prevent idle neighbours from starting a transmission.
The set C from (4.1) now still applies (ie., is coordinate convex), provided we
replace N(h) by the set of all one and two-link neighbours (eg. iV(5) = { 2 , . . . , 7}).
13

4.2

Circuit swïtchïng

(cf. [6])
Consider a circuit switching network with 4 different types of sources with a
fixed path along which a message from that source to the destination is to be
transmitted. This transmission requires one trunk from each trunkgroup along
this path. Interference thus arises with limited trunkgroups and messages using
the same trunkgroups.

With Mi the number of trunks in trunkgroup i and n,- the number of busy sources
of type», the coordinate convexity condition (2.5) is satisfied by C the set of states
H such that
rn<Mi
(i = l , . . . , 4 )
n i
(4>2)

!

n 2

^

5

nx + n2 + n 3 + n 4 < M7

4.3

Interconnected Metropolitan Area Networks (M AN's)

(cf. [16])
Consider a communication system with two groups of subscribers, say a group
A and B with M and N subscribers, such as representing two metropolitan or
local are networks. Both within a group and in between the groups communication between subscribers might be possible. To this end, number all subscribers
1 , . . . , M + N and identify each possible connection from a source subscriber m
to a destination subscriber n as a source (m, n). The description of section 2
then applies by stating that a connection is busy when a transmission along this
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connection takes place and idle otherwise.

&
^AB

For a given state H of busy connections let nA, n# and nAs denote the number
of busy connections within A, within B and in between A and B respectively.
Assume finite numbers of LA and LB local circuits within A and B and LAB
circuits between A and B. Then the continuous-time model of [16] is extended
to a coordinate convex discrete-time model by:
(4.3)

C = {H\nA < LA,nB

< LB,nAB

< LAB}

for the "dedicated allocation policy" with separate circuits for local and longdistance transmissions and by
,. 4x

C = {H\nA <LA + LAB, nB <LB + LAB,
nAB < LAB - (nA - LA)+ - (nB -

LB)+}

where (y)+ = 0 for y < 0 and y+ = y for y > 0, for the "shared allocation policy"
in which the inter MAN circuits are shared among local and long-distance calls.
As another shared allocation policy, each long-distance connection may require a
local circuit within each local area, which is reflected by
C = {H\nA + nAB < LA,nB

(4.5)

4.4

+ nAB < LB,nAB

< LAB}

Rude CSMA

(cf. [8], [13])

O
#

I
\

*

•
/

o—• —o
o ' o
Another way to take into account the "hidden terminal problem" mentioned in
4.2 is introduced in [13] under the name of "rude-CSMA". In "Rude-CSMA" the
15

access mechanism is randomized as according to
A(h\H) = i w « ( V ( f l )

(4.6)

where NQ(H) and Ni'(H) are the numbers of idle (not transmitting) and busy
(transmitting) neighbours from h when the system is in state H and where x and
y are given system parameters, with 0 < x,y < 1. For instance x = l,y — 1
corresponds to the ALOHA-protocol (no collisions), x = l,y = 0 models the
standard CSMA protocol as in example 4.1 (i) and other values of x and y may
reflect for instance that sensing of channels is not always reliable. Condition (2.2)
is verified with:
P(H) = ï - * ( V
(4.7)

m

,

with

BQ{H) : number of idle pairs of neighbours in state H
B\{H) : number of busy pairs of neighbours in state H

Evaluation
In communication networks of today both the feature of source interferences and
of digitization are most prevalent. Blocking or random access protocols as well as
multiple changes or discrete-time slotting are thus to be taken into account. This
paper aimed to relax a recently obtained exact result for such networks under a
special recirculate protocol to a more natural blocking protocol. The proposed
stop protocol provides a more natural interpretation and thus improvement over
the recirculating protocol. It was shown that it preserved the exact appealing
insensitive product form expression. This equivalence result is of interest in itself
and seems promising for further extension.
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